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Krisa Elyison is a bride-to-be-bought and paid for by a stuffy aristocrat. Though she secretly longs

for just one adventure all on her own, she knows the reality of her life - she is destined to be the wife

of the elderly and pompous Lord Radisson. Kurt Teague is a prisoner - a galactic criminal wanted

for multiple murders. He is also Feral, a proud and savage people known for their indomitable wills

to survive and their fiercely possessive natures. His tortured past has turned him into a ruthless

killer - an unthinkable fate to the innocent, sheltered Krisa. Resigned to her destiny, Krisa boards

the starship that will take her to another planet and her loveless marriage. In the cargo hold, she

stumbles across Teague - so fierce a prisoner he's blindfolded and chained to a wall. Even so, her

heart jumps at the sound of his deep, gravelly voice. When the ship crashes onto an uncharted

jungle planet, Krisa has no choice but to trust the menacing convict with both her virginity and her

life. Yet, on a world filled with ravenous telepathic beasts and cannibalistic natives, Krisa discovers

that the gorgeous and mysterious Teague may be the most dangerous animal of all.
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At about 60% into the book, I decided that if "Briar Rose,"(her finishing school) her virginity and the

fact that the hero would not force himself on her was mentioned in the next 3 pages, I would not go

on; It did and I didn't. These plot devices were brought up adneasuem, literally every 2-3 pages,

ugh.Pretty decent writing. World building, character development; she has a good sense of moving

the story along and painting the surroundings and environment in your mind. I just couldn't get past

that the whole premise of the book was developed around the three aforementioned facts. I guess it



could appeal to some, just not for me.

I really did love this book after the first chapter or two. Once Teague and Krisa were off the ship and

stranded on the stand and dangerous Planet X, the story came to life and the excitement and super

sexual escapades began. I have to say, though, that her first encounters with the chained murderer

were pretty interesting. The alien characters and animals they came across during their journey to a

small village were scary, sweet and sometimes cute. Kisa kept having dreams of a man who did

wonderful things to get, but could not see who it was. She was on her way to meet the older man

who had purchased her as his bride. She was very shy and most definitely a virgin, so these

dreams were very confusing. Their travels through the sense jungle was fought with short days and

dangerous animals who killed as soon as night fell. Slowly their relationship began to change and

she became a much stronger woman. Especially when Teague was in danger. The time they spent

in the village was rather unusual because of the customs of the villagers. Teague has to "show"

them that Kiss belonged to him in other to keep a village male from taking her. Seemed like all their

customs were pretty sexual and very erotic in nature. Great book and I read it easy too fast. I think

it's a standalone novel which is a shame. I would love this story to continue. There was a lot going

on throughout the entire book and kept me totally engrossed. More please.

I want to go to planet X. But only if I can have my own hot Feral. I loved this book. It was like being

immersed in different cultures. I can't say that I would want to be part of the so called civilized parts

of the cultures. No thank you 18th century. I like being an independent modern woman. I like the

being on the run feel in parts of this book and the way the relationship develops for Teague and

Krisha. I also love how protective he becomes of her. There are so many, too many great things to

say about this book.

Once again Ms Anderson has wowed us with her exciting and sexual stories. This story has quite a

few twists and turns which will keep you on your toes. As the characters become more sexually

involved with each other, the plot of course thickens. Although the ending was expected, it was

interesting to see just how the author intriguingly put it all together. Loved the book and definitely

recommend it.

Ok so this book was good but not what I'm used to from Ms. Anderson think the Kindred, Ruby

Shadows and that series (it will bug me that I can't remember the series name). That being said the



world building here is amazing. The romance felt a little lacking but we are talking about a woman

raised to be mail ordere bride. I did enjoy reading it though.

So I am giving this story five stars, because I loved it! Having said that I think it is incomplete, the

way Evengaline left it, while satisfying left it open for a sequel, Yeaht!. Well I hope she does and that

is her plan, if not I will beg beg. I want more of this couple, more of a closing in a full length book, no

cheating with a the 100 page filler tipe book. Plus the revenge the H took on X is not in this story,

and then there is the litle boy and his pet, where is he, did the H safe him etc etc. But Read this

book and get on the band wagon to get more of this wonderful pair. #evangelineAnderson

This is one of the best books I have read in a long time. Of course there was sex. But there was a

real story. Yeaaaaa not just bumping uglies. We had our main man who was everything a girl ever

wanted and a brain washed girl who finally figured that out. Loved it. Keep theses up

First of all the timing was perfect for another great read from Evangeline. Since it was a re-release, it

makes me want to go back and see what I've missed.I found Planet X another easy, exciting and

hot read. If I had to put it down, I couldn't wait to get back to it later. Sometimes you don't have to be

in a sex scene to have a sexy, hot story line. I thought the book was just about perfect. Loved both

main characters and the spin on their personal story as it happened. Amazing. Can't wait until the

next good read. Thanks so much. Regular boring novels just don't catch my attention as they use

too. You've spoiled me!!!!
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